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 Hence the huge interests in the "look your best" part of this book. There is no need to become
a celebrity to embark on this journey. genetic testing; storage preservation; and overcoming
addictions to tobacco, alcoholic beverages, or smart phones. It's about time. However, in the
current hectic and competitive globe, image is a big point.The Reverse Aging formulas
represent a summary of the best advice in surgical and non-surgical cosmetic procedures:
steps to reverse or prevent aging with a sustainable, no hunger reverse aging diet plan;
Through his 11 antiaging centers all over the world, Dr. He is the founder of the Reverse Aging
Center, headquartered in Beverly Hills (www. Max has helped more than 300,000 individuals
reverse their aging procedure.reverseagingcentre.com). Many celebrities are using his formulas
to live better youthful. safer bioidentical hormone replacement; Image isn't everything.
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Would recommend this book to anyone of my close friends!In Chapter 1 the author takes you
through a personal emotional story where we could end up if we don't live a healthy lifestyle;
the operations room.. Dr. Sawaf is brilliant! His book makes it simple to integrate healthy foods
and elements into our daily foods.His explanations are simple and his personal anecdotes are
inspiring!Sawaf is brilliant! I wish there is an audio edition as I want to listen to it several times
(So very much to .. We have a tendency to not give our body the attention it requires. Great
read. The start was extremely engaging- it got slow toward the middle but the got actually
interesting towards the finish. I wish there was an audio version as I wish to pay attention to it
many times (So much to digest in one go) Dr.Max is inspiring! Dr Max's personal tale is quite
sobering. As Dr. An eye-opening book An amazing book on how best to "add life to your
years" from a health care provider with decades of experience.. His publication makes it simple
to integrate healthy .. It clears many misconceptions about cholesterol and diet. The reserve
also provides many useful tips. An motivation to finally get healthy. Max mentioned in the
publication "Life is too short to take your health for granted".I'd say the earlier you read the
book and take your health more seriously the happier you will live. A great go through for
anybody interested in the health and wellbeing of themselves and their loved ones Dr. Max's
publication is certainly wonderfully insightful.to anyone interested in the health and wellbeing. I
recommend this book – that covers everything from the perfect diet for human beings today to
quitting smoking, the causes of cancer and cardiovascular disease and more –  He requires
potentially difficult-to-understand medical info and makes it easy to understand and fun to
read.
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